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In Canada’s crowded junior sector, everybody claims to have a hot play. A little
homework can help investors sniff out the winners and avoid the losers

K

eith Schaefer knows how to raise

money. Before founding Oil and Gas
Investments Bulletin, a subscription-based
newsletter about oil and gas juniors,
Schaefer worked for 20 years in the mining sector, helping public companies raise exploration
capital. Now, on the other side of the fence, he spends
his days reading charts and analyst reports in order
to decide which, among the hundreds of juniors, he’s
willing to throw money at. Schaefer prides himself on
his plain-language approach, characterizing the current investing climate as “a little crazy.” “There are so
many juniors right now, so many management teams
and so much money being poured into this sector.”
Indeed, it’s an optimistic time in the oil patch. While
oil prices have dropped from their lofty peaks of last
spring, they are much higher than they were during the
economic dog days of 2008 and 2009. Horizontal drilling
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has been hailed as a revolution, and the resulting shale
game has energized a junior sector still reeling from the
credit crisis. Though the global economy remains wobbly,
experts say exploration for and production of unconventional oil and gas will be a boon to juniors and, it follows,
to brokers and any investors with an appetite for risk.
Even post-recession, Alberta’s junior sector
is still one of the biggest and most vibrant in the
world, thanks to an open investment climate and a
long entrepreneurial tradition within the industry.
Juniors, known to be scrappy and innovative, are
often the ones taking risks and making technological
leaps. According to the Small Explorers and Producers Association of Canada (SEPAC), there are roughly
1,500 junior companies in Alberta. Of those, 500 to
600 are active operators, ranging from smaller startups to publicly traded 40,000 barrel of oil equivalent
(boe) per day producers.
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